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Part I: Program Overview 
A. Program Data Overview:
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B. Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: 
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C. Curriculum Overview: 
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D. Scheduling Overview: 
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E. Technology, Equipment, and Facilities: 
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F. Academic Support Services and Library Resources: 
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G. Staffing and Professional Development: 
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H. Industry Trends/Advisory Committee Recommendations (Required for CTE): 
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What additional data would help with your next program review? 
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Part II: Program Goals and Recommendations 
List any short-term or long-term goals for the program: 
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Recommendation #1: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support
 Curriculum
 Distance Education
 Equipment

 Facilities
 Library Resources
 Professional Dev.
 Safety

 Scheduling
 Staffing
 Technology
 Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

 Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #2: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support
 Curriculum
 Distance Education
 Equipment

 Facilities
 Library Resources
 Professional Dev.
 Safety

 Scheduling
 Staffing
 Technology
 Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

 Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Action plan: 
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 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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	Prepared and submitted by: Robert Cabreros
	Program Data Overview: The Lake County Campus Culinary program is housed in a state of the art kitchen facility that was built with Measure J bond funds in 2012. The program is led by and Chef Instructor Robert Cabreros fulltime instructor, Chef Instructor Ann Marie Pleskaczewski adjunct instructor and Chef Ian Anderson Instructional Assistant Because of our chef instructors background in the food-service industry the students get exactly what they need to enter the industry and be successful. The Lake County campus operates a student run restaurant that is open to the public. This is an innovative approach and is a key component to the success of the program. It provides students with hands on, real world experience and training in the culinary and hospitality industries. The Culinary Department has consistently reached out to the district for guidance and feedback and is a willing participant in seeking out new and innovative ways to grow the program. The Culinary department personnel are aggressively networking and building relationships in the community. Because of this outreach in the community the culinary program has received a lot of press coverage in the local media outlets. We are also creating mutually beneficial partnerships in the community, most recently with The Lake County Wine Alliance Annual Wine Auction Fund-raiser. Due to Lake County’s rural location and the transition from an agricultural economy to a service economy it has been overlooked as a tourist destination. However, the proximity to Napa Valley and the rapidly expanding wine industry in Lake County (vineyards, wineries, tasting rooms) is what makes our Culinary Program vital in effectively training the next generation of hospitality personnel in our county. This continued increase in culinary, hospitality and service careers positions our culinary department for explosive growth in the next 10 years. In the Fall of 2017 the Lake County Campus rolled out our new curriculum including our new Baking and Pastry Certificate. We are also actively seeking out feedback to add Hospitality Management and Wine Appreciation Certificates in the future. The hospitality industry (restaurants, bars, lodging) will be the number one employer in Lake County within 10 years. The Culinary Department manages its resources as a typical food service operation would. This approach has proven to be a valuable source of learning for the students by giving them the professional tools and habits they will need to be successful in all aspects of the food service industry. Our programs enrollment has severely been affected by the Valley Fire, Clayton Fire and Sulfur Fire.  For three years we have missed a week of school in the fall semester.  During this time students have lost home or been displaced making it difficult to finish the semester or enroll in our program.   
	Curriculum Overview: Culinary AssociatesBCA15 Business Computer Applications - Beginning 3CUL72 Introduction to Purchasing for Food Service & Hospitality 2CUL73 Sanitation, Safety, and Storage 1CUL74 Introduction to Baking and Pastry 3CUL75 Advanced Baking and Pastry 3CUL76 Introduction to Culinary Operations 8CUL77 Advanced Culinary Operations 7CUL78 Introduction to Catering and Event Hospitality 2CUL79 Advanced Foods and Catering 2CUL80 Food Service Operations and Management 2CWEE45A orCWEE45B Occupational Work Experience-VolunteerTOTAL34 Culinary Arts – Certificate of AchievementRequired CoursesCUL72 Introduction to Purchasing for Food Service & Hospitality 2CUL73 Sanitation, Safety, and Storage 1CUL74 Introduction to Baking and Pastry 3CUL76 Introduction to Culinary Operations 8CUL77 Advanced Culinary Operations 7CUL78 Introduction to Catering and Event Hospitality 2CUL80 Food Service Operations and Management 2TOTAL25 Baking – Certificate of AchievementRequired CoursesCourse Number Course Title UnitsBCA15 Business Computer Applications - Beginning 3CUL72 Introduction to Purchasing for Food Service & Hospitality 2CUL73 Sanitation, Safety, and Storage 1CUL74 Introduction to Baking and Pastry 3CUL75 Advanced Baking and Pastry 3CUL78 Introduction to Catering and Event Hospitality 2CUL80 Food Service Operations and Management 2CWEE 45A orCWEE 45B Occupational Work Experience - VolunteerOccupational Work Experience - Paid 2TOTAL 18 units 
	Technology Equipment and Facilities: Facilities-The Lake County Campus Culinary program is housed in a state of the art kitchen facility that was built with Measure J bond funds in 2012. The kitchen is efficient and functions as both a student operated restaurant and as a stationed learning kitchen.  The building B has a serious leak in the kitchen and in the the 200 building.  This leak has also entered the office through the walls.  We believe tis is a serious leak that will take major repair efforts to fix while out of our normal secession.     Technology-The culinary program currently uses the available technology in Aromas Cafe and the 200 building.  In the production kitchen we often  use our cameras above the demonstration kitchen to allow student to have a over head view of a particular cooking method or dish.  This system could be updated by installing monitors in the back kitchens production areas.  This would allow students participate in the activity while we are demonstrating.  They could watch on the monitor and participate at the same time instead of watching in the demo area then going to their station and trying the method.  We would need to install four monitors for the four kitchen stations. Equipment-The small-wares for the kitchen will always need to updated and will cost $2000.00 per year on average.  Our ice machine will need to be updated soon.
	Academic Support Services and Library Resources: Our Culinary program takes full advantage of all programs and support that is offered to our students.  We do use the library for research and often book the transfer center to conduct our classes and proctor test that need to be on line.
	Staffing and Professional Development: The program is led by full-time instructor Chef Instructor Robert Cabreros, adjunct instructor Chef Instructor Ann Marie Pleskaczewski, adjunct instructor Chef Instructor Kim Raifsnider and Instructional Assistant Chef Ian Anderson. This leave the program short considering the new CDCP certificates. We will need additional adjunct instructors for the Lake County Campus Culinary program to continue to grow. Both fulltime and adjunct instructors are maxed out on their loads. The following staffing is suggested for the startup of the woodland culinary program. · 1 Full-time instructor· 1 Full-time instructional Aid· 3 Adjunct instructors· 1 Part time Barista\Cook The Lake County Culinary faculty and classified employees participate in a variety of professional development trainings. · Both Chef Cabreros and Pleskaczewski attended the National Restaurant Association Food Show in Chicago. The instructors used stream grant funding to pay for the expenses. This Industry leading food show highlights Culinary trends in food, equipment, hospitality trends and culinary workshops by the top Chefs and Hospitality leaders. · We have also attended workshops on canvas, program review, curriculum, dual enrollment and Perkins Funding. Future Trainings and Professional development· Curriculum training institute in Southern California· Online course training in Southern California· The NRA Chicago Food Show· Canvas, and Outlook training· Curriculum and Program review training· Online course training.· Advanced industry courses, Charcutier, Whole animal butchery, grade manger and advanced pastry training.
	Program: Culinary
	Recommendation01:  Full time Instructional Assistant  
	Rationale01: The program has grown beyond scope and capacity for one staff member to address instructional responsibilities and support students effectively. This is a single FTF staffed vocational program that emphasizes the preparation of food, offers a campus student ran restaurant three days per week. There are many tasks that need continual oversight and implementation beyond the basic instructional duties. These tasks include, but are not limited to: control and maintenance of instructional supplies, food items, and equipment; oversee appropriate records and inventories; order replacement items, food supplies, and equipment; assist students in proper procedures; provide clerical assistance in preparing, scoring, and recording student tests and assignments, attendance and grade records; assist students in managing the kitchen and dining facilities; provide vendor contact assistance as well as ordering follow-up. Having a second set of hands and eyes ensures a safe learning environment and maintains a clean, sanitary, and organized kitchen.
	other01: 
	Goals: Short term goals prioritized 1. Make the Instructional Assistant position full-time2. Obtain mobile teaching kitchen\makerspace.3. Fund a part-time Batista\cook for all year service in the aromas express area4. Invest in printed marketing material for the culinary program5. Obtain ACF Program Quality status6. Offer a semester culinary open house7. Complete Culinary, Hospitality, and Wine appreciation CDCP certificates8. Explore the possibilities of partnering with the Yolo County Food Bank to house a new Woodland Culinary program9. Find affordable housing for out of area culinary students to make our program a destination culinary program Long term goals prioritized1. Help to create High school culinary program in Middletown and Lakeport2. Create dual enrollment and concurrent enrollment Pathway for both Woodland High school’s programs3. Create Culinary program in Woodland4. Hire additional full-time instructor for the Lake County Campus This instructor would also teach dual\concurrent enrollment classes5. Create Community garden for our farm to table program6. Create contract education deals with local casinos7. Create release time for full time instructor to accomplish our long and short-term goals.8. Create curriculum for Certified Tourism Ambassador program9. Create curriculum for TIPS training
	Action01: We are on our last year of Perkins funding for this position.  The district has committed to making this a full-time position.
	Responsible01: 
	Timeline01: Fall 2018
	Recommendation02: The In the pursuit of a Woodland Campus Culinary program we would like to explore the possibilities of partnering with the Yolo County Food Bank to house our new culinary program. Please consider the following.
	Rationale02: · There is the possibility to fund the kitchen and culinary class room in the new food bank building, this could save the district money.· Purchasing the Yolo Food bank kitchen would considerably cut the cost of building a culinary facility.· This would be a new state of the art production kitchen with an adjoining classroom. This kitchen design would be able to process and bottle preserved foods, enabling the college to offer a food production class to transfer student to UC Davis· Food production is one of Yolo counties emerging sectors from recent labor data information.· All current culinary curriculum could be taught in this facility.· The student run restaurants learning environment would work well the food banks campaign. We could run a pay it forward\no pay restaurant.
	other02: 
	Action02: 
	Timeline02: 
	Recommendation03: Culinary Mobile kitchen\Makerspace
	Rationale03: Mobile learning classroom: The Lake County Campus Culinary Program with the support of the Yolo County Stream Grant is exploring the possibilities of using our portion of the grant funds to purchase a mobile outreach\teaching classroom. This request will be for a new custom mobile teaching classroom that will be used for student outreach, fund-raisers, emergency food response future mobile food courses and most importantly a mobile teaching classroom. Because Lake, Yolo and Colusa are in such rural areas and because not all our local high school programs have culinary programs this would be a way to bring a culinary classroom to their campuses. We have preliminary approval for use of $75,000 of STREAM grant funds and would like to request another $80,000 from Perkins or other funding.
	other03: 
	Action03: Confirm with Yuba board to pursue this projectObtain funding from Perkins or other funding source  
	Responsible03: Robert Cabreros 
	Timeline03: Fall 2018
	Recommendation04: Replace worn or unusable small wares
	Rationale04: Enviably our worn or broke small-wares need to be replaced.  This cost $2000.00 a year 
	other04: replace kitchen small wares
	Action04: 
	Responsible04: Perkins funding
	Timeline04: 
	Cost04: 2000.00
	Cost01: 
	Priority01: [High]
	Responsible02: 
	Cost02: 
	Priority02: [Medium]
	Cost03: 80000
	Priority03: [High]
	Priority04: [Medium]
	Recommendation05: In the production kitchen we often  use our cameras above the demonstration kitchen to allow student to have a over head view of a particular cooking method or dish.  This system could be updated by installing monitors in the back kitchens production areas.  This would allow students participate in the activity while we are demonstrating.  They could watch on the monitor and participate at the same time instead of watching in the demo area then going to their station and trying the method.  We would need to install four monitors for the four kitchen stations.
	Rationale05: 
	other05: 
	Action05: Find a funding source 
	Responsible05: 
	Timeline05: 
	Cost05: 2000.00
	Priority05: [Medium]
	Recommendation06: Farm to table garden.  With the realignment complete.  We would like to partner with our AG program the create a garden.  This project is an emerging trend according to the NRA and a part of our curriculum. 
	Rationale06: Their is some funding still available from our local NCO to help fund and create this garden
	other06: 
	Action06: 
	Responsible06: Culinary & AG
	Timeline06: 
	Cost06: 10000
	Priority06: [Select:]
	Recommendation07: 
	Rationale07: 
	other07: 
	Action07: 
	Responsible07: 
	Timeline07: 
	Cost07: 
	Priority07: [Select:]
	Recommendation08: 
	Rationale08: 
	other08: 
	Action08: 
	Responsible08: 
	Timeline08: 
	Cost08: 
	Priority08: [Select:]
	Recommendation09: 
	Rationale09: 
	other09: 
	Action09: 
	Responsible09: 
	Timeline09: 
	Cost09: 
	Priority09: [Select:]
	Recommendation10: 
	Rationale10: 
	other10: 
	Action10: 
	Responsible10: 
	Timeline10: 
	Cost10: 
	Priority10: [Select:]
	Review Type: Annual Update
	Industry Trends (CTE):  According to the National Restaurant Association, the food service industry employed 13 million people representing 10% of the U.S. workforce, and is expected to grow another 10% in the next eight years. At the California state level, the Department of Labor reported that Chef and Head cook positions will increase 14% by 2022. The median annual wage is $47,000 with the higher end of the scale at $90,500. Bakers positions will grow by 11% with a median annual wage of $24,400 and a high level of $36,000. Cooks positions will grow 29% by 2022 and will pay a median annual wage of $23,400 and a high of $33,500. This information was collected from the Doing What Matters website ONET Online Career One Stop and reflects the projections for the state of California. The following local labor data and statistics were gathered from the Industry & Occupational Employment Projection: A Supplement to the Occupational Outlook Report for the North Bay Counties 2014. This report includes employment projections for the Greater North Bay Regions including Solano, Napa, Marin, Sonoma and Lake Counties. The Accommodations & Food Service industries scored in the top five rankings for the following categories: most jobs, most new jobs, and fastest growth rate. At the county level, the report projects an 11% increase in baking positions over the next four years and has median earnings of $12.70 per hour and $18.91 in the high range. Cook positions reported an 8% growth and a median wage of $14.19 per hour and a high range of $19.38. At the Clear Lake Campus level, our success is determined by how many students are employed in the food-service industry. On average, 80% of our students have food service industry jobs before they receive their certificate or degree. We network closely with local food service establishments and employment opportunity organizations to ensure our students can find local employment. Advisory Committee members Robert Cabreros, Culinary Chef Instructor (Lake County Campus) -Ian Anderson, Culinary Instructional Assistant (Lake County Campus) -Matthew Metcalf, Food & Beverage Manager (Hidden Valley Lake Greenview Restaurant) -Sandy Tucker, Realtor (Yvette Sloan) & (Konocti Unified School District) -Teri Lynn Yee, Director of Human Resources (Twin Pine Casino) 1) Upcoming hospitality and wine certificatesa) Robert - Hospitality and Wine program offered at place of business as a contract-education training tool. As well as the third certificate program offered at LCC. Will teach enrolled students hospitality standards and proper wine service that can apply to wineries and any food & beverage operation, including tourism. Long term, the program will increase the Lake County standards of service. Will only put LCC name on graduated students.b) Teri – Twin Pine Casino (TPC) Chef, Chris Thompson might be very interested in this program. Teri will contact Chris to get in contact with Robert. Can use the program for TPC’s gift shop/wine tasting room. Noticed needs in Lake County for basic job/work skills for including; professional appearance, attitude, behavior, communication skills, attendance, drug testing, & interviewing. Invite industry employers as a guest speakers to discuss with students there standard expectations and to stage mock interviews with them. Have a basic job skill class.c) Matthew – Does agree that Lake County is in need for a hospitality and wine program. Lake County has low hiring standards that is lowering the quality of the workforce. Need to establish high prerequisites to the hospitality and wine & LLC Culinary program for students to complete certificates or degrees.d) Sandy – Likes the idea of hospitality and wine program and addresses the needs of tourism with the hospitality
	additional data requests: Most of the data for the Culinary program is either inaccurate or missing.  We will need support from our supporting Deans and administration to help recover and repair missing and inaccurate data.
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	Scheduling Overview: Discipline: CULFall Odd Years (2019):7273747576777879Spring Even Years (2018):7374757677787980Summer Even Years (2018):TBDFall Even Years (2018):7273747576777879Spring Odd Years (2019):7374757677787980Summer Odd Years (2019):TBD  
	Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: All SLO have been assessed but we have not been able to post them on Tracdat.  We need this function to be opened in tractdat so that our staff can post our assessments.
	HasCost10: Off


